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This article is about the novel by Thomas Mann. For the disambiguation, see Death in Venice. Death in Venice AuthorThomas MannOriginal titleDer Tod in VenedigCountryGermanyLanguageGermanGenreNovellaPublisherS. Fischer VerlagPublication date1912Publication published in English1924 (periodical), 1925
(book)OCLC71208736 Death in Venice is a novel written by the German writer Thomas Mann and first published in 1912 as Der Tod in Venedig. The work depicts a great writer suffering from a writer's block who visits Venice and is liberated, raised, and then increasingly obsessed, at the sight of a stunningly beautiful youth. Tadzio, a boy
in history, is the pseudonym of the Polish name Tadeusz and based on a boy whom Mann saw during a visit to Venice in 1911. Plot The main character is Gustav von Aschenbach, a famous author in his early fifties, who was recently ennobleed in honor of his artistic achievement (thus winning the aristocratic von on his behalf). He is a
man devoted to his art, disciplined and ascetic to the degree of austerity, who was widowed at a young age. When the story opens, he strolls through the cemetery and sees a thick-looking red-haired foreigner looking at him belligerently. Aschenbach leaves, embarrassed but interestingly stimulated. He has a vision of the primordial
swamp-desert, fertile, exotic and full of lurking danger. Soon after, he decides to take a vacation. After falsely starting a trip to Pula on the Austro-Hungarian coast, Aschenbach realizes that he was about to go to Venice and takes an apartment in the Grand Hôtel des Bains on the island of Lido. While on the ship and on his way to the
island, he sees an older man in the company of a group of high-level young people who tried to create the illusion of his own youth with a wig, fake teeth, makeup and a foppish outfit. Aschenbach turns away in disgust. Later, he has a disturbing encounter with an unlicensed gondolier — another red-haired alien with a skull — who repeats
I can row you well when Aschenbach orders him to return to the waterfront. Aschenbach reports to his hotel, where he sees an aristocratic Polish family at the table for dinner. Among them is an adolescent boy of about fourteen in the color of a sailor. Aschenbach, surprised, realizes that the boy is extremely beautiful, like a Greek
sculpture. His older sisters, on the other hand, are so heavily dressed that they look like nuns. Later, after spying on the boy and his family on the beach, Aschenbach eavesdropps on the boy's name, Tadzio, and comesses what he first interprets as an uplifting, artistic interest. Soon, hot, humid weather begins to affect Aschenbach's
health and decides to leave early and move to a cooler place. On the morning of your the trip again sees Tadzio, and a powerful feeling of grief sweeps over him. When he reaches the train station and discovers the torso has been lost, pretends to be angry, but is truly delighted; decides to stay in Venice and wait for lost luggage. He
happily returns to the hotel and no longer thinks about leaving. In the coming days and weeks interest in Aschenbach beautiful boy will turn into an obsession. He watches him constantly and secretly follows him around Venice. One evening, the boy directs a charming smile at him, looking, Aschenbach thinks, as Narcissism smiles at his
own reflection. Worried, Aschenbach runs outside, and in an empty garden whispers aloud: I love you! Aschenbach then embarks on a trip to Venice, where he sees several discreetly worded announcements from the Department of Health warning of an unspecified contamination and advising people to avoid eating crustaceans.
Everywhere smells an unknown strong smell, later realizing that it is a disinfectant. However, the authorities vehemently deny that the plague is serious, and tourists continue to wander around the city, unaware. Aschenbach at first ignores the danger, because somehow he is glad that the disease of the city is akin to his own hidden,
spoiling passion for the boy. During this period, the third red-haired and inglorious man crosses aschenbach's path; this one belongs to a troupe of street singers who play in the hotel one night. Aschenbach listens to songs that he would despise in his old life – all the while stealing glances at Tadzio, which is based on an almost sill in a
classically beautiful posing. The boy finally returns Aschenbach's gaze, and although the moment is short, instills in the writer a sense that the attraction can be mutual. Aschenbach then gathers his respect for himself and decides to discover the cause of the health announcements posted in the city. After repeatedly ensuring that sirocco
is the only health hazard, he finds a British travel agency reluctant to admit that there is a serious cholera epidemic in Venice. Aschenbach believes that he warns Tadzio's mother of danger; however, he does not decide to do so, knowing that if he does, Tadzio will leave the hotel and be executed. One night a dream filled with orgiastic
Dionysian images reveals to him the sexual nature of his feelings for Tadzio. Then he begins to look at the boy so openly and follow him so persistently that Aschenbach feels that the boy's guards have finally noticed, and take Tadzio's warning when he approaches too close to a strange, lonely man. But Aschenbach's feelings, though
passionately intense, remain unscathed; He never touches Tadzio or even talks to him. and although there are many indications that Tadzio is aware of his admiration, they both exchange only the occasional codename. Aschenbach begins to worry about his aging face and body. Trying to look more attractive, Hotel hair salon almost
every day, where the hairdresser finally convinces him to make his hair dyed and his face painted look more youthful. The result is a rather close rapprochement with the old man on the ship, who so appalled Aschenbach. Freshly dyed and shaded, it again shadys Tadzio through Venice in oppressive heat. He loses sight of a boy in the
heart of the city; Then, exhausted and thirsty, he buys and eats some ripe strawberries and rests in an abandoned square, contemplating the Platonic ideal of beauty among the ruins of his once mighty dignity. A few days later, Aschenbach goes to the lobby of his hotel, feeling bad and weak, and discovers that the Polish family plans to
leave after lunch. He goes down to the beach to his usual sun lounger. Tadzio is there, unattended at once, in the company of an older boy, Johnny. The fight between the two boys breaks out, and Tadzio quickly breaks through; Then he angrily leaves his companion and strolls to the part of Aschenbach beach, where he stands for a
while overlooking the sea; then turns halfway to look at his admirer. To Aschenbach, it's as if the boy is nodding to him: trying to get up and go, just crashing sideways in a chair. His body was discovered a few minutes later. Origins The first print of 1912 Mann was originally intended to write about passion as confusion and degradation,
after he was fascinated by goethe's true love story to 18-year-old Baroness Ulrike von Levetzow, which led Goethe to write his Marienbad Elegy. In May 1911, the death of composer Gustav Mahler in Vienna and Mann's interest in the boy Władzio during a summer holiday in Venice in 1911 (more than below) were additional experiences
that occupied his thoughts. He used this story to illuminate certain beliefs about the relationship between life and mind, and Aschenbach represents intellect. Mann was also influenced by Sigismund Freud and his views on dreams, as well as the philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche, who visited Venice several times. Novel allusions are
teeming with antiques to the front, especially to Greek antiquity and German works (literary, artistic-historical, musical, visual) from the XVIII century. The novel is intertextual, and the main sources are first the combination of erotic love with philosophical wisdom traced in plato and Phaedrus Symposium, and secondly the non-Tzschean
contrast between the god of restraint and form formation, Apollo, and the god of excess and passion, Dionysian. The trope of placing classical deities in modern conditions was popular at a time when Mann was writing Death in Venice. Aschenbach's name and character can be inspired by the homosexual German poet August von Platen-
Hallermünde. There are allusions to his poems about Venice in the novel and, like Aschenbach, he died on an Italian island. Aschenbach's name is almost an anagram of August, and the character's name can come from Platen's birthplace, Ansbach. However, the name has a different distinct meaning: Aschenbach literally means ash
stream. Aschenbach's physical description is based on a photograph by composer Gustav Mahler. Mahler made a strong personal impression on Mann when they met in Munich, and Mann was shocked by the news of Mahler's death in Vienna. Mann gave Aschenbach the name and appearance of Mahler's face, but he did not speak
publicly about it. The soundtrack of the 1971 film based on the novel used Mahler's compositions, in particular the Adagietto IV movement from the Fifth Symphony). Alternatively, the name Aschenbach may be an allusion to Tungsten von Eschenbach, the author of the medieval Mid-German romance Parzival, whose reimagining and
continuation of the romance Grail Quest Chrétien de Troyes contained topics similar to those found in Mann's novel, such as the fascination of the author and the idealization of purity of youthful innocence and beauty, as well as the eponymous hero's quest to restore healing and youth to Anfortas, the wounded, old Fisher King. Given
Mann's obsession with the works of Richard Wagner, who famously adapted and transformed von Eschenbach's epic into his opera Parsifal, it is possible that Mann attributes wagner's opera to the author of the work that inspired the composer. Modris Eksteins notes the similarities between Aschenbach and the Russian choreographer
Sergei Diaghilev, writing that although they never met, Diaghilev knew Mann's story well. He handed over copies of it to his loved ones. Diaghilev often stayed in the same hotel as Aschenbach, grand hotel des Bains, and took his young male lovers there. Eventually, like Aschenbach, Diaghilev died in Venice. [4] The real Tadzio Former
Grand Hôtel des Bains in Venice, where Thomas Mann stayed and where to set the action in the novel Wife Mann Katia (in 1974 book) recalls that the idea for history came during a real vacation in Venice (staying at the Grand Hôtel des Bains on the Lido), which she and Thomas took in the summer of 1911 : All the details of the story,
starting with the man in the cemetery , come from experience... In the dining room, on the first day, we saw a Polish family that looked exactly as my husband described it: the girls were dressed quite rigidly and severely, and a very charming, beautiful boy about 13 years old was wearing a nautical suit with an open collar and very nice
laces. He immediately caught my husband's attention. This boy was extremely attractive, and my husband always watched him with his companions on the beach. He did not chase him all over Venice, that but the boy fascinated him and often thought about him ... I still remember that my uncle, Privy Counsellor Friedberg, a famous
professor of canon law in Leipzig, was outraged: What a story! I married a man with a family! The boy who inspired Tadzio was Baron Władysław Moes, whose name was usually abbreviated as Władzio or simply Adzio. This story was discovered by Tomasz Mann's translator Andrzej Dołęgowski, around 1964 and was published in the
German press in 1965. Some sources report that Moes himself did not learn of the relationship until he saw the film version of the 1971 novel. Władysław Moes was born on November 17, 1900, in Wierbka, the second son and fourth child of Baron Alexander Juliusz Moes. He was 10 years old when he was in Venice, much younger than
Tadzio in the novel. Baron Moes died on December 17, 1986 in Warsaw and was buried in the cemetery in Pilica, Silesia. He was the subject of a biography of Gilbert Erair's The Real Tadzio (Short Books, 2001). Novell's translation was probably first published in English in periodic form in The Dial in 1924 in three editions (vol. LXXVI,
March to May, release #3-5, Camden, NJ, USA), according to an ad by Peter Ellis (Bookstore, London, UK) for sale of copies of these releases (www.abebooks.com, viewed February 2, 2011). It was first published as a book in English in 1925 as Death in Venice and other stories, translated by Kenneth Burke. W. H. Auden called it the
final translation. [citation needed] H.T. Lowe-Porter's later authorized translation, which was published in 1928, was less well received by critics because of its toning of Mann's treatment of sexuality and homoerotism. [6] The new translation was published in 2005 by Michael Henry Heim, who won the Helen and Kurt Wolff Translator
Award. Other translations include David Luke (1988), Clayton Koelb (1994), Joachim Neugroschel (1998), Martin C. Doege (2010). Adaptations of The Death Movie in Venice starring Dirk Bogarde were made by Luchino Visconti in 1971. Benjamin Britten transformed Death in Venice into an opera, the last in 1973. The novel was also
deratised by Peter Wolf for BBC Radio 3 in 1997. In December 2003, John Neumeier adapted him into ballet for his ballet company in Hamburg. In 2013, a song from Gustav Mahler Kindertotenlieder was taken on stage, directed by Thomas Ostermeier at the Schaubühne theatre in Berlin, entitled Death in Venice/Kindertotenlieder. See
also Love and Death on Long Island (novel), Gilbert Adair's 1990 novel and pastiche/ homage to Mann's Death in Venice Love and Death on Long Island (1997) with John Hurt as a middle-aged writer who is obsessed with young actor played by Jason Priestley, based on the book by Gilbert Eerir. Grey Gardens, a song on Rufus
Wainwright's 2001 album I Just Want To See The Boy Happy, on Morrissey Ringleader's album of the Tormentors Death in Venice, is the name of a cocktail invented by British travel writer Robin Saika, author of The Venice Lido. Ganymede, a short story by Daphne Du Maurier, about an Englishman's longing for a young boy in Venice,
with tragic consequences. Published in 1959 as one of a collection of eight short stories in The Breaking Point (anthology). Annie Hall, the 1977 film in which actress Diane Keaton tells Woody Allen that she prefers to live in Los Angeles to New York, which finds dirty and dies and resembles the book Death in Venice. [citation needed] It
refers to Frank Donald Hirschbach, The Arrow and the Lyre: A Study of the Role of Love in the Works of Thomas Mann (The Hague, M. Nijhoff, 1955), passim (but above all, the Love section of two artists: Tonio Kröger and death in Venice, Op. cit., p. 14ff.). T.J. Reed, Death in Venice: Creating and unmaking a master. New York: Twayne
Publishers, 1994. Lee Slochower, Name tadzio in Der Tod in Venedig, German quarterly, t. 35, No. 1 (January 1962). David Luke: Iridescent Interweaving by Thomas Mann (1988), at Death in Venice: Thomas Mann. New translation, backgrounds and contexts of criticism. Translated and edited by Clayton Koelb, New York, London 1994.
Seong Joo Lee: Receiving an ode to the death of Thomas Mann in Venice, in Germanic Notes and Reviews, Vol. 42, No. 2, Greenville SC, GNR 2011. Ehrhard Bahr: Der Tod in Venedig, Erläuterungen und Dokumente. Reclam, Stuttgart 1991. Philip Kitcher, Death in Venice: The Case of Gustav von Aschenbach. New York: Columbia
University Press, 2013. Gilbert Adair, The Real Tadzio: The Death of Thomas Mann in Venice and the boy who inspired it. New York: Carroll and Graf Publishers, 2001. Notes ^ Image of the first edition ^ Letter to Carl Maria Weber dated July 4, 1920. In: Thomas Mann: Briefe I: 1889-1936, ed. Fischer 1979. p. 176f. ^ a b Letter to
Wolfgang Born of 18 March 1921 In: Thomas Mann: Briefe I: 1889-1936, ed. Fischer 1979. p. 185. ^ Eksteins, Rites of Spring, p. 2-3 ^ Katia Mann, Unwritten Memories ^ Robertson, Ritchie (2002). Cambridge comrade Thomas Mann. Cambridge University Press. p. 244. 9780521653107. ↑ France, Peter (2000). Oxford Guide to Literature
in English Translation. The Oxford Guide to Literature in English Translation.The Oxford Guide to Literature in English Translation. Oxford University Press. p. 333-334. 0198183593. ↑ Peter Wolf: Death in Venice ^ John Neumeier's biography on the Hamburg Ballet Archived 2011-06-25 at the Wayback Machine External links Wikimedia
Commons has media related to Der Tod in Venedig. Wikiquote has quotes related to: Death in Venice Der Tod in Venedig in Project Gutenberg - German language version. Online English translation of the death in Venice of Michael Chanan, Mahler in Venice? Oh boy. Tadzio, Adzio, and the secret history of death in Allen Barry's Venice.
December 3-9, 2003 Jones, James W. Mann, Thomas (1875-1955): Death in Venice. glbtq.com. Archived from the original on February 4, 2015. Accessed January 30, 2015. Source
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